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OBAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
The major purpose oi" this research study was to determine 
the practic:es, trends, and problems founa in the cooperative-
training, programs in retail selling; in the J2UbJ.ic; hi@ schools 
off .Arizona, Iowa;, Minnesota~ Missouri, Nebraska, New Merica, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Ut:ah, ancili Wyoming. 
A:n.alysis of the P.roThil.em 
In orclen· t.o carry out; ifue purpose of:' this study the 
following; subordinate prob:J..ems; were f'ormulateciL.: 
l. To determine the e:x:tent and importanc.e of 
cooperative training in retail selling in the 
public: high schools of .Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, 
Missouri, Nebraska, New Me:x:ico, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming,. 
2. TO determine the leng:t;h of the prog+ams off'eredl and 
the type o~ prog~am used. 
3· Tb determine the factors usedl in deciding, on the 
elig~bility of students for the pro~am. 
4· 
&. 
To determine the c-ourse content and teaching; materials 
aViailable to students in the retail selling; :pro~am. 
To determine the means used: to eVialuate :pupil r s store 
·work. 
To a:eterrnine the d.eficien~ies and the extent to which 
t.hey hinder the suc:c:ess of' the :progf:'am.. 
7. To determine the aspects of' the :prog:):'am which need. 
improvement. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
This study- was limited to the training in retail selling 
offered: on a cooperative b.asis and, therefore, did not include 
the general high school courses in salesmanship, or courses in 
retail selling offered in eViening or continuation schools. 
The only cooperative-training :programs in retail selling 
which were included in the study were those :programs which were 
subsidized. by f'ederal aid through the G:'eorge-Barden .Act. 
The study was limited as to area in that only the cooperative-
training; :programs in retail selling in th~ :publi0~ high schools of 
Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming· were included. , 
2 
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Definitions of' Terms 
Several terms having; special connotations in the area of' 
distributive occupations were used. in this study. The definitions 
wri tt:en by leaders in the f~eld. were useaJ. in writing: this report .. 
J". Max shall Hanna and. Herhert M. Freeman1 :presenteGIJ. the 
fbllowing; definition of' dli..stribnt.iv:e occupations: 
Distrihut.i v:e o<reupations are those followed. 
ow wo~ke~s-cli~eGtly-eng~ed-in merchandising. activities, 
or· in clirec:t. c:ontact with buyers and sellers when--
&o Distributing; to consumers, retailers, 
jobbers, wholesalers:, and. others the 
:procluds of farm and industry; 
l!». Managj.ng~. operating~, or conducting; a 
commercial servic.e or :personal service 
business, or selling; serv:ices of such 
a.b.usiness. 
Kenneth R. Haas2 explained the meaning of the term eoo:perativ;e 
part-time student as follows: 
A cooperative part-time student is a :person 
enrolled-in -a.-publiG.-·SGhool-where organized. technical 
and. relatedl vocational instruction is g;Lv:en in con-
junction with organized. :practical experienc:e in a 
distributive b.usiness, at a wag§3 comparable with 
regJ.llar employees, for the :purposes of acquiring 
knowledgf3 andl skill in a particular occupation, under 
an arrangement whereby the trainee's time is divided. 
between school andlwork. 
1Hanna:, J". Marshall, and. Freeman, M. Herbert, "Distrihutive 
Education Information for Teachers and. Administrato~s of Business 
Education, 11 11Monogr:aph 1Ja., South~Western Publishing: Company, 
Oincinnati,.1940, :P• 9· 
2Haas, Kenneth B3., ~~'Cooperative Part-Time Retail Training 
Programs, 11 Vocational Division Bulletin 205, United States Depart-
ment of the Interior, Office of Education, Washington, 1939, p. 6,. 
• 
~ 
G-lenn Oscar Emickr s 1 interpretation of.' the word cooperative 
should he present.ed since the word. cooperative was used with t-he 
aame interpretation i~ this study. The ~ollowingis his i~~e~~ 
pretation:-
In the use of the word cooperative, emphasis is plaeed 
noi:t only en the kind of training; g;i. ven, liut also on 
the relation hetween school and indUstry and on the 
method of' bring;Lng: them t.og;ether. 
In descTihrrng;the two general plans used in cooperative part-
time training~ programs in distributive education, Kenneth R. Haas~ 
explains: the alternate cooperative plan and the ~-alternate 
cno:perati ve plan as follows..: 
Under the alternate cooperative plan, two students 
are paired. One student works in a. pari:t:icular position 
in a. store f'or· half a day t 81 day' o~· a~ week, while the . 
other· is in sehoel for· a· similar period; at the end of 
the periodt they change places. 
Under the non-alternate cooperative plan, students 
are not. paired. Only one pupil is assigned to each 
)2osition: in. a particular store. Uncil:er this plan, pupils 
fieq_uent.ly attBnliL. sehool dUring; :11egular· school hours 
an& work in st.ores after scmool, on Saturdays,. ancit 
cil'uri:ng; v,acations. 
l:mrmck~ Ga.enn Os.c·ar, 11 Cboperativ;e-Training; in RetaiL. Selling 
in. t-.he Pir1:'>lie Seeondary Schools, 11 Vb cational Education Bulletin. l86, 
United St.ates Department of' the Interior, Office of Education, 
W.ashing;ton, 1936., p. 3· 
2Haas, Kenneth m, Distriautive Education, The Glr.'egg; 
PuMishing; Company, New York, 194J., p. 51. 
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Justiflcation of the P.robQem 
The ~ea~ needfb~ trainin& distributiV-e workers becomes 
apparent. when carefUl .consideration is g;:i.ven to the ,large numher 
of' people engMed in distrioJUt.ive occupations, the number of 
individuals who ent.er these occupations each year, the g;t?eat 
t.urnover of distributiv;e workers, and the large number of 
failures among; small retailers. 
G:. Henry Richert1 stated that in a surv:ey conducted among 
all g!:.'aduating higl:l school seniors in California the results 
showed that only 1! per cent had ev;er taken even a sing;Le sub;ject 
in the retailing; field. Only 3 per cent~ want.ed job'S in stores; 
yet the fact remains that. 2_5 per c:ent mustJ eventually acc:ept_ such 
johs since a. fourth of' our employed population works in the 
distributive field. 
This study will att.empt to reveal present trends, practices, 
and procedures ftlund in the cooperativ:e-training; programs in 
retail selling in the publi~high schools o~Arizona, Iowa, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota., South 
Dakota, Utah, and. Wyoming. The study should be of' much help to 
those administrators who are planning; cooperative-training 
programs for their- communities. The stuay should he of considerable 
v;alue to new and e:x:perienc:ecl teachers in ar.iding: them to plan -their 
work. The study should enable the reader to visualize the 
1Ric'hert, G.-. Henry, 11 The Nation-Wide Progress of Distribut.iv.e 
Education, 11 Business Education World, vol. 31, Septemb.er, 1951, 
PP· 15-17·~ 
5 
c:ooperative-training; programs in retail selling: in the states 
includecl in this study and to realize the meri t~s. limitations, 
and. possibilities o:r· including; similar practic:es in the educational 
proeg:oams of' new. areas to meet the needs o:f' young; people and. o:r 
business. 
CHAPI'ER II 
SDl\IJMmY OF RELATED LIT:ERA.TURE 
AND RESEARCH IN DISTRIBXJTIVE EDUCATION 
Because distributive education is comparatively new, much has 
been writt .. en concerning the coordinating of classroom work with 
on-the- jobl training;. The first part of this chapter is devoted to 
an analysis of the literature in the field and emphasizes the 
importance and the need for this traininK• The second part of the 
chapter is concerned with research studies which have been made in 
the field of distributive education. Major areas dise-ussed in this 
chapter include the guidance services for distributive education 
programs, current practices of testing, employment procedures used 
£br initial employment of salespeople, and the trends of teaching 
retailing; in the secondary schools. 
Distributive education is now accepted as one of the five 
major field in v.ocational education. The orig;inal purpose .for 
which distributive education w:as created still exists and will con~ 
t.inue to exist for.· a;. long; time. In acknowledging; the contribution 
of the .American high school to distributive education, Richert1 
makes the following, comments; 
It. is estimateCL that each year several hundred 
thousand young; people in the United States of high 
school and college age secure their first employment 
lRichert, G;. Henry, 11 The Nation,..Wide Progress of D. E. 11 
Business Education World, val~ 31, S:eptember, 1950, p. 15. 
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in distributive organizations. If' one concedes the 
need of' training; then the ~uestion arises of 'who shall 
g;Lve this training;?' Colleges and universities are 
g;Lving: increasing; training for general saleswork and 
retailing~ but the bulk of young people are drawn from 
high school, hence the high schools must take the 
responsibility. 
Richert fbrther states that a recent survey conducted among 
~l graduating~ high school seniors in California showed that only 
one and one-half' per cent had ever taken a single subject in the 
retailing_ field. Only 3 per· cent wanted jobs in stores; yet the 
fact remains that 25 per cent must eventually accept such jobs since 
one-fourth of our employed population works in the field of d.istri-
bution. He believes that the right kind of sales and retail training 
will not only facilitate the distribution of goods and sei'Viices to 
consumers in a way satisfactory to them, but will also help the 
young men and women trained to secure jobs that pay reasonably well 
and.: that offer possibilities for the future. 
Tonnel points out that only as learning; is made real by- actual 
work experience can it be said that learning is actually education. 
He makes the following; c.omments· about cooperative training1 
Cooperative training~makes a substantial con~ 
tribution to learning for it gives the teacher an 
opportunity to utilize actual working conditions as 
a means of judging the immediate value of classroom 
learning~. Cooperative training:, as a form of work 
experience, is simply a renewed effort at achieving 
an old teaching ob•jective. The more nearly learning 
is ac:quired: in the form under which it will be used, 
the more likely it is to be real learning; rather than 
the mere fbrm of' learning. 
l.n-onne, Herb:ert; A.., "Work Experience and Cooperative~Traini.ng; 
Progf:'ams 1 11 The :rournal of' Business Education];: vol. 22.:, Oc_tob.er, 194P), 
pp. 7-8 •. 
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Thus, cooperative training; is a valuable aid to better learning_. 
It. provides the student with actual work experience and makes his 
training~ more meaningful to him. 
Ibuglassl makes the following comment in regfll'd to work 
experience: 
Work experienc:e is a very valuable part of the 
experience that young people need if they are to mature 
properly. A great many young~ persons, perhaps the 
majority, are so constructed that their social, emotional, 
and mental health and growth call urgently for work 
responsibility. To deny these demands, is just as 
dangerous as to deny the demands of the body for 
essential minerals and vitamins. 
Myer2 comments on the importance of a work experienc.e lahoratory 
with the following: statement: 
Secondary school distributive occupations pupils 
have to study many things with which they hav:e little 
or no familiarity such as co-workers, customers, mer-
chandise,. display materials, and store eg_uipment, which 
cannot be adeg_uately duplicated in• the school building:. 
GOod work experience motivates pupils to do more careful 
reading and studying in order that they may ac4uire facts 
needed to cope effectively with their problems. 
Cooperative part-time education is a potent dev:ice for merging; 
the work of the classroom with the work of the job. Ha"ines3 makes 
the following~ statement concerning: the relationship of school work 
to on-the- job. training;; 
1 Douglass, Harl R., 11Youth Needs Work Experience, 11 The Business 
Eciucation World, May, 1940,. pp. 784.,..85. 
~Iyer, Warren G;., 11 The Work-Experienc:e Laboratory in Distributive 
Oc.e::upations, 11 DB.Ell Forum, val .. J.il,, 1950, p. 12. 
3Haines, William E., 11 0rganizing; a COoperative Part-Time Business 
Education Program, 11 Fourteenth Yearbook, Eastern Commercial Teachers 
Association, 194l,,p.-281. 
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The Classroom: 
In the classroom the student acq_uires the tools 
with which to work. There the idealism o~ the American 
Way becomes a vital :part o~ his training ~or citizenship. 
There he is guided toward gpals o~ vocational use~ulness. 
There he is trained in social attitudes and encouraged 
to a.ev:elo:p his own :powers to the g_reatest :possible e:x:tent. 
Here theory and :practice merg_ed. Here youth meets 
an adult world. Here the ~indings o~ .the employer can 
be translated into .remedial classroom. training. Here 
inexperience gives way to sel~-co~idence under the 
sym:patheti~ supervision o~ the employer. 
In many instances the high school boys and girls are sent out 
into the working_ world without any s:peci~ic skill or skills with 
which they may earn a living_. T.oo of.ten the high school :pupils 
have not been educated to the vast opportunities which await them 
in the f.ield a~· distributive education. 
The ..American economic system has brought great material. wellare 
to more :people than any other system the world has known. This is 
because the :people o~ the United States are :pro~i ting ~rom improve-
ments in the methods o~ distribution, which lead to increased sales 
and an increase in. the amount o~ :produc.tion. So,:phir and Polishookl 
state that the succ..essful salesman is one who realizes the importance 
and signi~icance o~ his work and who understands the real opportunity 
~or service that is his. They :point out ·that comparatively f.ew 
1so:phir, Sarah and Polishook, William K., ".A Digest o~ Contemporary 
Thought in Distributive Education, 11 Business Education World, vaL.. 30, 
1940-50, :P• ljS8. 
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workers who secure initial employment in the distributive trades have 
had any :preparation for this kind of work. Thus, cooperative retail-
training~ :programs help to :produce better sales :personnel. 
Bbys and g;irls of high school. ag~ need. :part-time work experience 
in order to make a feasible transition from the role of the student 
to that of' a worker. Vocational education should be an integz:'al :part 
of the educational sy-stem for it helps to create an atmosphere of 
achievement and v.ocational competence for the individual as well as 
the skill. There is a constant demand for training, which is desigp.ed 
to g;ive the youth of' .America a means of earning a respectable living. 
Dbuglassf. also had the following; to say with regfU'dto the 
neecill for the training of' workers for distributive oc;cu:pations: 
During; the five-year :period just before the war, 
at least one out of every eight :persons gainfully employed 
in this country w:as working: in some type of distributiv.e 
oecu:pation.. The number of new :people entering these 
oc;c:u:pations each year is typically large. Undoubtedly 
this is t.o he e:x:plainecl by the large turnover of rela-
tively young, inexperienced, untrained, and more often 
than not :poorly :paid workers. Also relatecl is the fact 
that less than ten :per· cent of those who start in dis-
tributive business enterprise are succressful. As far as 
retail stores are concernecl, students of business failure 
report. that those who start in this t.y:pe of business 
enterprise have only two chances out of three to remain 
in business one year, an even chance o:B remaining; in 
business two years, and only two chances out of five of 
lasting_ three years. 
1Do.ug_lass, Harl, R., The High School Our:rdculum, The Ronald 
Press; Company, New York, 1947, p. 543~ 
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Leaders in management, as well as economists and students who 
make a study of hu.siness failures, are well acg_uainted with the f'act 
t.hat. the <msts of' distribution are much higher than they should. he. 
Acc'Ording to Haasl, 59 cents of every dollar represents the costs 
of distribution. 
The costs of distribution can be eventually lowered tbrough 
a process of education beg~nning with the better-trained workers 
ana:. workers who have a desire to enter into a selling position. 
W:ork experience, to be educationally sound, must be g~ven 
under practical joh conditions, and must also contribute to the 
education of the student. Strong? :points out that a work ex:perienc:e 
:program conducted. in accordance with the following :principles should 
:provide real values for youth, for the school, and for the community: 
For Youth; 
1. Provides occupational orientation and at least 
exploratory experience 
2. Makes possible the acg_uisi tion of information 
and marketable skills 
3. Prov:ides realistic educational experiences 
4,.. Establishes membership in the adult working 
community, with full privileges and responsi-
b-ilities 
lHaas, Kenneth E., Distributive Education, Gregg Publishing 
Company, New. York, 194-9, P• ·3· 
2strong;, Earl P., The Organization, Administration and 
Supervision of Business Education, The Gregg .Publishing Go., New 
York, 1944, pp. 219-20. 
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For the School: 
----
1. Relates theory to e:x:perienc.e 
2. Gives realism to the curniculum 
3· Prov.ides a definite relationship between the 
work of the school and that of the community 
For the Community: 
1. Provides for ~ose co-operation between the 
school_ and the community 
2. G.i v.es the community a. greater apprec1.ation of 
the value of the school to community life 
3. Gains ·larger participation o:f the community 
in the education of its youth 
The foregping; statements by Strong; point out the advantages 
and the needi for cooperative training; in retail selling; to the 
merchants, the students, and the school. 
Some communi ties assume that schools are :filling. the needs 
for training~ in distributive occupations because the schools are 
o:ff'ering~ good preparatory courses in salesmanship or retailing_. The 
salesmanship course and distributive education course may supplement 
or complement each other, but only the distributive education course 
is truly vocatiop.al. According; to Haas1 , a vocational program, under 
the :provisions of' the Georg_e-Barden Act of 194-6), demands teachers 
who are occupationally and educationally competent and further 
demands that. these teachers train students who can benefit from 
the training~. 
1 . Haas, Kenneth B., "Without a D. E. Ob-ordinator Your Program 
Isn't Vocational," Business Education World, vol. 30, l-94-0-5P, p. 54.· 
Richert1 points out that the personnel employed in the distri-
butive education prog:r:am are generally interested in the training 
of young people who wish to enter the field of distribution. When 
that effort is ada:.ed to that of thousands of high schools and 
colleges who receive no Federal aid, he concludes, that real progress 
is being made in improving .American distribution practices and in 
serving the American consumer. 
Hogadone and Beckley-2 'fu:elieve that the present trend. toward 
longer pre~employment training periods, because of the ad.vancing 
initial employment age, is sure to persist in the years ahead. This 
will permit longer and more adeg_uate preparation for occupational 
life. Under the stimulus of federal and state vocational acts 1 and 
with the advantage of better vocational guidance in our schools and 
colleges, more young people will enter the distributive field. 
Shotwell3 states that an attitude receptive to distributive 
education has been created through the experience of industry in 
reducing~ the cost of production through vocational training. He 
further· comments that in a period of 25 years, the cost of productio~ 
has been cut from over half of what the consumer pays for the 
1Richert-, op. cit., p. 17. 
2Hog~done, Edwina R., and Beckley, Donald K., Merchandising· 
Techniques, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1942, 268 pp. 
3shotwell., H. D., IIWb.y Distributive Education Grows," Business 
Education World, vaL 31, 1950, pp. 70-71. 
finished product to about 4l per cent. This has made distributors 
helieve that it is possible to decrease the c_ast of sales throug!:l 
an organized training; plan under distributive education leadership. 
He points ou~ tha~ casualties are especially heavy in small businesses--
and. 92 per cent o:f' .American business is small. Distributive education 
has provided for training: on the part of those interesteill in distri-
hution throug!:l its cooperative pl~, as well as through ~ourses in 
small husiness operation and other management courses on the adult 
level. 
Shotwell fUrther comments that distributive educators constantly 
stuay and use modern techniques of public relations in putting; across 
the service it is possible to off'er business on local and area b.ases. 
Distributive education has created respect for itself by matching; the 
best; techniques used by leading: businesses. 
According to Haas1 t the aims and ohjedives of' education :fbr 
distributive oc:cupations maintained at public: expense are as follows: 
1. To raise the educational level and occupational 
efficiency of distributive workers throug~ planned 
vocational training· of both beg~nning and veteran 
salespeople. 
2. To enab.:le distributive workers, particularly sales~ 
people, to satisfy the needs of consumers intelligently, 
efficiently, and ag;r:eeably through their knowledge of 
merchandise and the needs and wants of customers. 
1Haas, Kenneth Ee, "Cooperative Part-Time Retail Training; Programs, tt 
Vocational Division Bull@tin 205, Uniteci States Department of the 
Interior, Office-of Education, 1939, p. 14· 
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Rungel feels that vocational counseling: serv.ices should be 
available to all students in high school and night school. These 
services should help all students select, prepare for, enter upon, 
and :progress in the various occupations. The cooperative plan 
helps to bridge the gl'ip from school work to an actual joh situation. 
Shotwell states that the g&owth of distributive education may 
be attributed to its use of modern principles of psychology in its 
instruction, its sound public- relations, its use of work-experienced 
and especially trained personnel, its practical in-service and 
institutional refresher trainingi its wide use of community facilities 
for job experience to match related school training, and its plan of 
using spedfic c_ontributions from business itself to improve its 
service. It has made a sound beginning_ in an area of business 
education long: neg;Lected·, but only a beginning. 2 
The analysis of the literature in this field emphasizes the 
importance and the need for distrihutive education training in 
society today. 
1Rung_13, W. B'..., 11 -A Long;...Range Distributive Education Progcam, 11 
Journal of Business Education, vol. 24, 1948, pp. 15-16. 
2Shotwell, QJ2.. cit • , p • 71. 
Review of Related Research 
In 194lil, only twelve cooperative training~ programs in retail 
selling~ were in existence in :M"assachusetts. These were studied. by 
Shapiro.l Among the sig~ificant finding~ were: 
l. More girls were enrolled. in the programs than b.oys. 
2. In all schools offering the programs, the length of 
the training programs was one year. 
3. ..A town with a minimum of 20,000 to :0, 000 in population 
c:an succ~essfully support a training program in retail 
selling. However, larger cities are most likely to 
off'er· such a program, since the demand for store workers 
is more numerous and varied. 
4;.. The numb.er of pupils enrollecl in each program varied 
from 9 to ~with four schools reporting between 20 
and :0· 
5. The aspects i~ the programs that needed improvement 
were pupil selection, cooperation and rec~procal work 
on the merchant's part, improvement of content, 
methods and materials,, and g:J:eater coordination of 
school and store work. 
In. 1933, Emick2 surveyed. all of the schools in the United States 
off'ering a cooperative-training; program and reported: 
l. Forty-three cities off'ered cooperative training, in 
retail selling in the United States in 1933· 
2. Cooperative courses in retail selling are offered 
in cities in all sizes. 
1Shapiro, Harold E .. , Part-Time COopenative Retail-Selling; Programs 
in the Secondary Schools in Massachusetts, :M"aster 1 s Thesis, Boston. 
University, 194.1, 112 pp. 
2Emick, Glenn Oscar, "Cooperative Training in Retail Selling in:. 
the Public: Secondary Schools, 11 Vocational Educational Bulletin No. 186:·, 
United.States Department of the Interior, Office of Education, 
Washington, D. C., 1939, pp. ll-12. 
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3. I.oc.al conditions may make a cooperative retail-selling 
course impracticru in the small cities, but in most 
cities of ahov:e 50,000 population, training: for retail-
store service can be effectively maintained. 
4,.. Out; of' a total of' 191 cities of over 50, 000 population.,, 
only 35, or less than 20 per cent of those probably 
hav.ing favorable conditions had introduced courses 
preparing: for a field. of vocations employing under· 25 
in these communities. 
5. The census data for 1930 indicated. that in that year 
at least 120,000 youth of ages 18 and 19 were entering 
selling; and other distributive employments; and 130,000 
more at. ag33s of 20-2lj;.. Hence, 110,000 or less. enrolled 
in secondary school classes preparing somewhat effectively 
through a cooperative school was far less than one tenth 
of' the number of high school ag~ actually employed that 
were in stores. 
Mauriello1 conducted: a survey in 1949 to determine the current 
practices, trends, and. problems found in the cooperative-training 
programs in retail selling in the IJUblic high school of New England. 
Her study included. 25 of the 33 high schools off'ering such programs. 
She found that the number of programs in retail selling in New Eng).and 
has increased steadily since 1937 and is still on the increase. She 
reported that the number of g;Lrls who participated in the training 
far exceeded the number of boys. 1Uso listed among her findings was 
the fact that classes ranged in size from 12 to 40 students, that. 18, 
or 72 per cent, of the schools carried out the cooperative training 
program in. retail selling in one year. 
1Mauriello, Dorothy M., -!_.Study of the Cooperative Training 
P.rograms in the ~Schools of New England, Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1949; PP• 80-81. 
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Mauriello's other findings were: 
1.. Hours s:pent a week at school by the student were found to 
range from 35 to 57 hours :per week. 
2. Nbst teachers felt a need for a :preparatory curriculum 
which would :precede the distri~utive education :program. 
3. The short unit of nonalternatinK :plan was used 
exclusively in the high schools surveyed. 
lj;.. Outstanding~ deficiencies found in :pupils enrolled in 
:programs were lack o:e· command of basic ari tbm.etic;, lack 
of initiative, and. an unwillingness to acee:pt responsi-
bility. 
Reidl conducte~ a study concerning the guidance services for 
distributive education programs in New. England. She found that occupa-
tional services such as field trips to stores, visual aids, talks by 
suceessful distributive education graduates, and guidance trips to 
newspaper and radio stations were of the greatest value in the adminis-
tration of the programs. The counseling service considered most 
important is cumulative personnel records. .Another contributing 
service is using classroom teachers in the counseling process with 
time :provided. for counselor-parent conference. 
:MUrray2 sent a g_uestionnaire to 134 high schools in :Massachusetts 
concerning, the g;t?owth and trends in teaching; retailing. His findings 
reveal that a nee~ exists for the teaching of retailing subjects in the 
high schools. 
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~eid, Margaret E., -!,Survey To Investigate the Most. Desirable 
Guidance Services For the Distributive Education Programs of -New England 
As Determined Q:y: The Teacher Coordinators, :Master's Thesis, Boston 
Universityf 1950, :p:p. 77· · 
:?:Murray, Lehman, -! Study of the Growth and Trends of Teaching 
Retailing_ in the Secondary Schools of Massachusetts, Master 1 s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1950, 103 :p:p~ 
• 
Some of Murray's significant findings were: 
1. Retailing subjects have not as yet attained the popularity 
and status of some of the other traditional business 
subjects. 
2. The nurn]:).er of students enrolled in the retailing; courses 
make up only a small percentage of the total school 
populations despite the fact that one of every ~ive hig~ 
school students e~ters the retailing field. 
3· A. definite correlation exists between the number of 
retailing~ subjects taught in the high schools and the 
size of the city or town. In general the larger the 
city, the more varied will be the number of retailing 
subjects and the larger the enrollment • 
4· .A definite trend prevails for the various sc:b.ools in 
Massachusetts to incorporate retailing_ subjects within 
their study programs. 
Oarpinone1 reported that the employment and testing procedures 
for initial employment in 1.3_5 retail dry goods, department, and 
specialty stores varied greatly. She found that the greatest sing;I.e 
factor in determining the selection of the proper salesperson is the 
interview. Seventy-nine per cent of the personnel manag_ers considered 
the school grades as being only moderately important, although, the 
majority of them felt that a high school education was essential. 
Oarpinone's study also indicated that 26. per cent of the stores 
surveyed. have some sort of testing program as part of the employment 
procedure. The Wonderlic Personnel Test and the Otis Intelligence 
Test are the most popular with the 3_5 stores where a testing; program 
has been developed. Some of the other tests used by the stores 
l08.:1rpi.rl'OJOe, Nettie, ! Study of the Testing and Employment 
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Procedures Used for Initial Employment of -Salespeople -In -One Hundred 
Thirty-~ Retail Stoi'es,. Master '-s -Thesis, -Boston -University.- ·19_50,- 32 pp. 
includea. the G'uilforcic...Ma.rtin Personnel Inventory Test, The Retail 
.Arithmetic Worksample Test and the Wlinnesota Vocational Test. Fifteen 
of the stores have developed their own tests which consist mainly of 
arithmetic problems. 
Fifty-nine per cent of the personnel managers believed that 
previous experience was of g~eat importance; however, 60 per cent of 
these people consider retail selling: in the high school as being of 
moderate importance. 
The literature and research findings indicate the importance 
of cooperative-training; programs in retail selling. The research 
studies conducted liy Emick, Shapiro, Mauriello, Reid, Carpinone, and 
Murray have contributed valuable information concerning_ the major 
areas of work in'the cooperative-training programs in retail selling. 
These studies definitely point to the need for additional investigation 
in the field. 
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-e OHAPI'ER III 
PROO.EDDRES DSEU m G.A.THERING: DATA 
In order· ilo obJtain inf'br.mation and a:atac with which to study 
t.he eooperativ.e .... training; programs in retail selling; in. the hig_h 
schools of.' Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New. 
Me:rlco, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and. Wyoming;t the :follow-
ing; methods were used: 
1. Literature, consisting; of.' artic!les, pamphlets, 
bulletins, and ;res.earch studies relating to the 
f.ield of. selling; ancl cooperative training.., was 
investigated to gpt a background for the stuey. 
2. The names of' the State Supervisors of' Distributiv.e 
Education were ohtained f'or· the pUJZpose o:f' locating 
the cooperativ.e-training;programs in retail selling 
in the higp. schools of' Arizona, Iowa, lVlinnesota, 
Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakot.a, 
South Eakota, Ut.ah, and W~oming:. 
3· The State Superviisors of.· Di.strib.unv.e Education in 
Arizona, Iow:a, :Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New. 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Ut.ah, andll Wyoming 
were contacted to ob;tain the names of.' the teacher-
coora:inators and the names of' the high schools in. 
which the cooperativ.e-training; programs in retail 
selling; were located. 
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4,. .A cheek list was constructed. to contribute data on the 
coo:peratiVie-training; :programs in retail selling, including 
the ~ollowing; information: 
a. The year in which the training :programs were 
starte~ and. the :present enrollment in the programs. 
ll». The leng_;th of the retail selling: :prog;cams, any 
chang~s which have been made in the leng;th of the 
:programs since their start, and the reasons for 
such chang~s. 
c. The :plan o:f' the training; :programs, any changes 
which hawe heen made in the :fbrm of the :programs, 
ana. the reasons f_or such changes. 
cr.. The hours o:f' school and. work used. in the non-
alternate :plan. 
e. The length of the work :period. used in the alternate 
:plan. 
:r.·. The fac,tors which determine the elig;ihility of 
students for :participation in the :programs. 
g. Those responsible for· admitting students into the 
:pro@7."ams· 
h. The b:ases used. in selecting; a cooperating; store. 
i. The types o:r.· curriculum offered and. the methods of 
:presenting; the suhject matter of· the :programs and. 
the rnat,erials used. in the :programs. 
j. 
k. 
m. 
The items contained in the demonstration laboratories. 
The fac:tors which influence the selection o:r teaching 
materials. 
Wl.e methoGCs o:f' evaluating; :pupils 1 store work. 
T.he opinions of' the teacher-coordinators as; to the 
deficiencies f.bund in each coordinat.or·' s :pro~am., 
the ex~en~ to which crertain deficiencies hinder the 
suc:c:ess of the :prog_ram, an!X the :phases of' each 
:program which need. improvement. 
5. The check list and lett:er o.f' transmittal were sent to the 
teacher ... ooordinators o:E:' cooperative-training; prog;r:-am.s in 
retail seliing; in the :pub.lic: high schools o.f' .Arizona, Iowa, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming:. 
&. A fbllow-u:p letter with another co:py of' the check list was 
sent to the teacher-coordinators who failed to respond to 
the first: check list sent. 
7. The responses of the teacher-coordinators to the check list 
were recordea; and. tabulated. 
8. T.he data. were tabulat.ed and analyzed. 
9· A. summary and c:onclusions were fbrmulated, based on the 
findings of' the study. 
O.HAPl'ER IV 
RESULTS OF TEE SURVEY 
The data used in this study are based upon the responses of 
74., or 73 pe~ cent, of the teacher-coordi~ators of cooperative-
training programs in retail selling in the public high schools of 
Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri,. Nebraska, New Mexico, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming. 
Organizational Aspects of the Cooperative-Training Programs 
Table I shows the number of schools offering cooperative-
training programs in retail selling according~ to the population of 
the cities in which the programs were located. As indicated in 
Table I, the largest number of programs (twenty-six) was located in 
c:ities with a population between 5,001 to 20,000. Eleven prog+ams 
were located in cities with a population of 20,001 to 50,000 and 
eleven programs were located in towns with a population of 5,000 or 
under. Ten programs were located in ~i ties with a population over 
2_50,000. Eight programs were locate~ in cities with a population of 
50,001_to 100,000 and four programs were located in cities with a 
population of 100, OOlL to 250,000. Seventy of the seventy-four 
responses were used in this table. 
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'Jl:ABLE I 
NDMBER OF SECONDJIRY SCHOOLS OFFERING. THE COOI'ER.ATIVE-TRAINING 
e PROGRAM IN RETAIL SELLING.- INCLUDED IN THE STUDY, LISTED ACCORDING TO ST-'TE AND POPULATION 
5,.000 5,001 2.D, 001_ 50, 00]. 100~00[_ Ower 
St.ate or- t.o t.o to t:o 25~.000 
under 20,000 50,000 100,000 250,000 
Arizona 0 2 0 li 0 0 
Iowa 0 } 3. 2 l 0 
Minnesota Q 4 l 1. o; 3 
Missouri 0 Q 1L l 0 5 
Nebraska 0 5 l. 1. 2 1. 
New Mexico 0 6 l o; Qj 0 
North Dakota 2 2 2 0 0 JL 
South Dakota 3 2 0 0 0 0 
Utah 0 1 0 2 1 0 
Wyoming 6 1 2 0 0 0 
Totals 11 26 11 8 4r 10 
TabJ.e II reports the number of male and female enrollees in the 
cooperative-training; :prog;r:'ams in retail selling~ in the states included_ 
in this study. The total enrollment for the girls is 1,156 and the 
total enrollment for the boys is 884. Fifty-seven :per cent o:f. the 
enrollment is composed. of females, and 43 :per cent o:f.' the enrollment 
is made up of males. In general the teacher-coordinators indicated 
that the classes were made up of' a g;r:'eater number of g~rls than boys. 
TABLE II 
ENROLlMENT WEICH IS MALE AND THAT WEICH IS FEMALE 
OF TEE COOPERATIVE-TRAINING PROGRAMS IN RETAIL 
SELLING INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY 
Programs Girls Total Girls Programs Boys Total Boys 
1 2 2 l 0 0 
1 14 14'. 1 Jl. 1 
1 17 17 1 5 5 
1 21 21 1 11. 11 
;r 22. 22 1 13 13 
1 2J.il. 24 1 15 15 
1 27 27 l 17 1.7 
1 42 42 1 18 18 
1 59 59 1 21 21 
1 6o 6o 1 2.3 2.3 
2 0 0 1 25 25 
2 5 10 1 27 27 
2 11. 22 1 31 31. 
2' 13 26 I. 32 32 
2 16) 32 1 6o 6o 
2. 19 38 2 2 4, 
2. 2.): 4G 2 14 28 
2 25 50 2. 16. 32. 
2 28 56 2. 22 44. 
2 33 66 3 3 9 
3 lit 12 3 9 2.7 
3 9 27 3 20 6o 
3 15 45 4, 12 4,8 
3 18 54 5 4. 20 
4 6, 24, 5 10 so 
4;. 7 28 7 6; 42 
4 8 32 7 7 49 
4.- 20 80 9 8. 72 
5 12 6o (); 10 6o 
1_.11i 1* 
70 1156 70 884.. 
Female Enrollment 57% 
Male Enrollment 4.J% 
*Figure Indicates No Reply 
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T.ABLE III 
LENGTH OF TEE COOPERATIVE REI'.AIL SELLING PROGRANJS 
One- Two- One 
State Year Year Semester 
Arizona 2 1 0 
Iowa 8 1 111 0 
Minnesota 9 0 0 
Missouri 5 1 0 
Nebraska 6 5 0 
New Mexi<'m 7 0 0 
North Dakota 5 0 9 
South Dakota 4 0 0 
Utah 4. l. 0 
Wyoming 7 2 0 
Total 
.59 11 0 
*2t year program 
In 59. or 84 per cent, of the programs the trainingwas completed 
in one year. Ten of the programs extended. the training over a two-
year period and one program extended. over a two and one-half' year 
period. A. coordinator in whose school the training was carried on 
for one year commented that he contemplated changing to two years 
because he believed that juniors should have the opportunity to 
participate in the program, expecially those who are not apt to do any 
college study. The length of the program had never be~n changed in 
58 o~· the schools. Two scbools changed the length of the programs 
from one year to two years while two :programs were changed from a 
two~year study to a one-year study. 
The reasons g;iven for cllanging: the length of the :program. from 
two years to one year were listed by coordinators as administrative 
and the other reason was the need fbr conforming; with state regpla-
tions. 
Tlie reasons given by coordinators for chang_ing: the length of 
the :progralll.S from_ one year to two years were (l) uniformity--two 
other schools in the city have two-year :programs, (2) to g~ve eom:plete 
and full. wocational :prog;t?am., (3) students need additional training_. 
Sixty of the :programs used the nonalternating or short-unit 
form of :program. Under the nonalternating or short-unit form of 
:program, students attended school each morning and worked in the 
stores. every afternoon. Four of the :programs used the alternating 
form. In 60 of the :programs included in the study, no change had 
been made in the form of the :programs. One :program reported changing 
from the alternating: to nonalternating; form when the :program was 
cilanged from an independent :program to a state supervised :program. 
This change was made because they wanted to secure service and to be 
a :part of the larger :program. .Another :program reported changing from 
the nonalternating::program to the alternating program because of the 
World War II situation. 
Unde~·the alternating form of :program, the students alternated 
between work and school for :periods of time. For example, the students 
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may spend a two-week period in a store working a full day. At the 
end of the two-week period the students return to school and study 
the w~ole day at school for two weeks. The lengph of'work periods 
for those :prog;rams using the alternating :plan included two-week 
work :periods, one-week periods, and one-month :periods. 
'lfu.b.le IV rev;eals the number of hours the students spent in 
.school each week under the cooperative-training programs. In 16 of 
the 70 schools studied, students s:pent 15 hours each week in 
classroom activities. Seven teacher-coordinators reported that 
students s:pent 20 hours in the schoolroom and another 7 teacher-
coordinators reported that students s:pent 7 hours in the classroom. 
The number of hours s:pent in the classrooms, as reported, varied from 
7 to 30 hours,· with the largest number of students spending 15 hours 
each week at school. The hours s:pent in the classroom depended upon 
the work schedule of the students to .some extent. 
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T.ABLE IV 
HOURS STUDENTS SPENT IN SCHOOL 
UNDER THE COO:PER.ATIVE-TRAININGi PROGRAMS 
Numher of Hours Number of 
Per Week Schools Per Cent 
Seven Hours 7 10 
Ten Hours 4. 6, 
Fifteen Hours l& 24 
Sixteen. Houra 
_2 _4 
30 44% 
Sev::enteen Hours 5 7 
Eighteen Hours 1 l 
Nineteen Hours 4. 6; 
Twenty Hours 
_.J.. lO 
17 2ll% 
Twenty-One Hours 1 l 
Twenty-Two Hours 1 l 
Twenty-Five Hours lir 6 
Twent_y-Six Hours 2 
_2 
8 ll% 
Twenty-Seven Hours 3. 4. 
Twenty-Eight Hours l 1 
Thirty Hours 2 
_3. 
6) 8% 
No reply 
_2. 
--13. 
9 l3% 
Total 70 lOO% 
Table V. reveals the number of hours each week students in the 
programs spent at work. As indicated in Table V, in 8 schools students 
spent 20 hour'S a week at work. while in another 8 schools students 
spent 30 hours a week at work. Of.' 21 schools, J. neported that students 
spent 15 hours at work, another 7 reported. that students spent 38 hours 
at work, and. the last 7 reported that stud.ents spent 32 hours at work. 
The largest number of teacher-coordinators reported that students 
worked from 15 to 32 hours :per week. 
The number of hours students spent at work included a full eight-
hour day on Saturday. In many cases it was reported by teacher-
coordinators that working hours for students varied since working. hours 
were arranged with individual stores to fit. their needs. 
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T.ABLE V 
HODRS STUDENTS SPENT A!r WORK: 
UNDER THE dOOPERATIVE-'I'RAINING PROGRJUV.S 
Number o:f Hours Number of' 
Per Week Schools Per d:ent 
Twelve Hours 3 4 
Fif'teen Hours 7 10 
Eighteen Hours 3 4 
Twenty Hours 8 12 
Twenty:...Two Hours 
_2 __.!± 
24;. 3ll% 
Twenty-Four Hours 2 3 
Twenty-Six Hours 3 4.-
Tw.enty-Seven Hours 1 1 
Twenty-Eight Hours 7 10 
13 :uB% 
Thirty Hours 8 12 
Thirty-Two Hours 7 10 
Thirty-Five Hours 1 1 
16 23% 
No reply or Time Varies 17 
--.?.2. 
17 25% 
Total 70 100% 
Factors Which Influenc_ed Student Enrollment 
Table VI indicates the reasons for limiting student enrollment 
in the cooperative-training~ programs in retail selling. The table 
shows the rank g~ven to each of the reasons according to frequency of 
mention. 
TABLE VI 
REASONS FOR LIMITING ENROLLEES 
IN THE COO.PER.A.TIVE-TRAINING PROGR.AMS IN REI'AIL SELI..llJ-"G 
Rank 
l 
2.5 
2.5 
4-
5 
6 
Reasons 
Frequency of 
Mention 
Number of positions available 
High standards set by school 
Limited school facilities 
Other reasons (see below) 
High standards by merchants 
Coordination difficulties 
Schools Checking None of' Above . 30 
Schools Checking One or MOre of Above 4P 
Total Schools Reporting 70 
:22 
12 
12 
10 
8 
5 
As shown in Table VJ:, 22 teacher-coordinators reported that the 
numb;er of students allowed to enroll in the cooperative-training 
programs was limited by the number of positions av.ailable. High 
standards se~ by the school and limited school facilities ranked 
second in importance as limiting factors and each w.ere indicated by 
12 teacher-coordinators. Eight teacher-coordinators cormnented that liigh 
standard's by merchants made it necessary to limit the number of' students 
allowedl to enroll in the programs. 
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Some o~ the other reasons for limiting; enrollees include~ the 
fact that the enrollment was limited to seniors. Several teacher-
coordinators reported that the :programs were new and the schools wished 
to sell the :program to all the students. Another :program was limited 
in enrollment depending on the needs and interests of the students. 
0~ 70 schools reporting, 40 teacher-coordinators stated that their 
:programs were limi teCl, while 25 teacher-coordinators stated that their 
:programs were not limited. The average number of reasons given which 
limited the number of students allowed to enroll in the :programs was 
two. In some schools, only one reason was considered in limiting 
enrollment while in other schools five reasons were considered in limit-
ing enrollment. Table VII reveals the number of cooperative-training 
:programs by states with limited and unlimited enrollment. 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF COOPERATIVE-TRAINING PROGB.AMS 
WITH LIMITED AND UNLIMITED ENROLlMENT 
State Limited 
Enrollment 
Arizona 3 
Iowa 3 
M:i.nne sot a 6) 
missouri 4;. 
Nebraska s 
New.Me:x:ico 5 
North Dakota s 
South Dakota 3 
Utah 3 
Ww,oming; 
_2 
Total 40 
Unlimited 
Enrollment 
0 
5 
3 
2 
5 
l 
2. 
l. 
l 
5 
25 
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Table VIII reveals the criteria schools usecl to limit the number 
of students for :participation in the cooperative-training :programs. 
Pu:pil' s .req_uests were re:portecl by 51 teacher-coordinators as a major 
factor for determining; the eligibility of students for :participation 
in the cooperative-training :programs. Thus,_ :pu:pil' s neg_uest ranked. 
first in importance according to freq_uency. The :personality of the 
student ranked second in importance as an eligibility factor ancl was 
indicated by 45 teacher-coordinators. Other important fact.ors considered 
includecl attendance records, chronological age, health records, student's 
a:p:pearance, ~eneral scholastic; average, and interest inventories, all 
of which were indicated by 31 to 38 teacher-coordinators. 
Table VIII shows that some schools usecl only one factor in con-
sidering~ students for :participation in their :programs, while other 
schools used as many as ten factors. The average number of factors 
usecl by the schools in considering the eligibility of students for the 
:program was five. 
Rank 
l 
2 
3 
4. 
5-5 
5·5 
1 
8 
9·5 
9·5 
11.5 
11.5 
11.5 
11_ .. 5 
15 
16.5 
16.5 
16;-5 
16,.5 
16.5 
16.5 
16 .• 5 
TABLE VIII 
F.h.CTORS WHICH DEI'ERMINE TEE 
ELIGIBILITY OF STUDENTS FOR PARTICIPATING 
IN TEE PROGRAMS LISTED IN ORDER OF EREQ,UENCY 
Factors 
Frequency of 
Mention 
Pupil r s Reg_ues_t 
Personality of Student 
Atitendance Records 
Chronological Age 
Health Records 
Student's A;ppearance 
General-Scholasti e: Averag~ 
Interest_Inventories 
Size of' Student 
~nt2llig~nce Quotient (Test Not Named 
and No Minimum Stated) 
Economic Need of Student 
Students Not Going· to College 
Faculty Recommendations 
Sincere Interest in Program 
Availability of' Training Stations 
Results in Detroit Retail Sel~ing: 
Inventory 
Interview hy Employers 
Grades of· Related Business Subject~ 
Recommendations of Guidance Department 
Family Hi story 
Size of.' Class 
Need. for Work Credit 
Schools Checking: One or MOre of Above 68 
Schools Checking None of Above 2 
Total Schools Reporting; 70 
51 
45 
38 
35 
34 
31+. 
33 
31 
8 
8 
3 
3: 
3 
3 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
5 .. 5 
5-5 
5·5 
5·5 
TABLE IX 
PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMITTING 
STUDENTS INTO TEE COOPERATIVE~TRAINING PROGRAM 
Title 
Coordinator 
Coordinator and Guidance Director 
Coordinator and Principal 
Co~ttee of Teachers and Coordinator 
Guidance Director 
Principal 
Freg_uency of 
Mention 
32 
23 
9 
1 
Coordinator and Superintendent of Schools 
1 
1 
1 
Schools Checking One of .Above 68 
Schools Checking None of Above 2 
Total Schools Reporting 70 
.As shown in Tab~e IX, the coordinators in 32 of the schools 
studied were the persons responsible for admitting students into the 
cooperative-training· program. In 23 of the ~chools studied, it was 
38 
reported that the coordinator and the guidance director were responsible 
for admitting students into the cooperative-training_program, while 
9 schoots reported that the coordinator and principal admitted students 
into the programs. In instances where the coordinator alone was respon-
sible for admitting students into the cooperative-training proeg:oams, it 
was indicated by those reporting that they often consulted with the 
guidance director, principal, or dean of girls when there was a g_uestion 
as to elig;ib.ili ty in the mind of the coordinator. 
Rases Use~ In Selec±ing:A Cooperating, Store 
The hases usecl in selecting; a cooperating_ store are indicated. 
in Tab.J..e X. This ta"E>ile reveals that f'ull cooperation f'rom the store 
was reported by &l teacher-coordinators as a major factor used in 
selecting_ a cooperating store. Probability of steady employment 
throughout the year ranked second and. was indicated b.y 50 teacher-
coordinators. Other important f'·actors listed b.y teacher-coordinators 
were working conditions in the store which was indicated by 47 and 
ranked thircl; prospects f'or permanent employment in the store after 
training. which was indicated hy lt5 and ranked f'ourth; and store ethics 
which was indicated b;y 44;. and ranked fif'th. 
Other f'acrtiors listed by teacher-coordinators included.. store 
policies, store equipment, and if' a merchant f'el t that. a student 
could help him improve his business. the school was willing to have 
the students work in that store. Willingp.ess on the part of the 
store personnel to spend extra time in assisting students was also 
g;i.ven as a factor used in selecting> a cooperating: store • 
.As indicatedl in Tahle X many bases were used in selecting, a 
c:ooperating store. This is a very important phase of the program 
and grea~ care is needed in the selection of the store so that the 
student will obtain the b~st training: possible. 
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Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4.-
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11. 
12' 
13 
lllf...5 
14, .• 5 
TABLE X. 
t ........... .. 
BASES USED 
IN SELECTING A GOOPERATIN~STORE 
Factor 
F.t'eg_uencw of 
Mention 
Full cooperation from the store 
.P.rob::ahili ty of Steady Employment 
Throughout the Year 
Working Conditions in the Store 
Prospects for Permanent Employment in 
the Store After Training: 
Store Ethics 
Probability of Employment of Cooperative 
Students During Depressions and Slack 
Seasons 
Methods and Systems of the Store 
Personnel Employed 
Remuneration to Workers 
Proximity of' Store 
Prestige of· Store 
Size of· Store 
lliOpportuni ties for Progressive Training; 
*Interest of the Store in Program 
*Small Town--Takes Opportunities and Fits 
Students Accordingly 
Schools Checking One or 1\lbre of .Above 70 
Total Schools Reporting 70 
~ese bases were not included in the 
g_uestionnaire but were indicated as bases 
in selecting a cooperating store by the 
teacher-coordinators. 
61. 
50 
4..7 
4-5 
44. 
37 
28 
24-
16 
13 
12 
7 
6 
3 
3 
40 
The Content of the Oooperati ve-Training Programs 
in Retail Selling 
The next major section of the check list dealt with the content 
of the programs. The sedion w.as designed to reveal subjects included 
in the programs, preparatory curricula for the programs, and teaching 
methods and materials used in the cooperative-training, programs in 
retail selling;. 
Table XI lists the subjects included in 70 cooperative-training 
programs in retail selling_ and the rank assignecr to each subjec;t 
according, to frequency of mention. As indicated in Table XI, salesman-
ship and retail selling_ were included in 69 programs. Business and 
store arithmetic w.as taught in 67 schools, adv~rtising and display was 
taught in 65 schoolst and business ethics was taught in 60 schools. 
These subjects appeared to be the core subjects offered in nearly 
every cooperative-training program. Other subjects which were frequently 
mentioned were store organization and practices, personal development, 
oral expression and job. problems. In many cases the responding teacher-
coordinators reporte~ that many of the listed subjects were taught under 
one subject title. 
Some schools reported that six of the subjects listed on the check 
list were included in their programs. while other schools included 17. 
The average number of subjects reported by the schools was 11. Other 
subjects listed by teacher-coordinators not indicated on the check list 
included b.ookkee:ping:, business; law, stock control and turnover, business 
English, a:ad consumer education. 
Ra.ll.k: 
l 
2 
3 
4.-
5 
6. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11. 
12 
13 
14. 
15 
16) 
17 
TABLE XI 
SUBJECTS INCLUDED IN . 
THE COOPERATIVE-RETAIL SELLING PROGR.AMS 
Subjects 
Frequency o:f 
Mention 
Salesmanship and Retail Selling 
Business and Store Arithmetic 
Advertising and Display 
B:Usiness Ethics 
Store Organization and Practices 
Personal Development · 
Oral Expression 
Job) Prob.J..ems 
Textiles 
Economics o:f Retailing 
Cbn:nnodi ty Studies 
Golor-Line~Design 
Fashion 
Nontextiles (leather, :fur. etc.) 
Hygiene 
Typewriting 
Physical Training; 
Schools Checking One or M::lre o:f Jiliove 6:.9 
$chools CheckingNone o:f Above l 
Total Schools Reporting 70 
69 
67 
65 
6o 
58 
56· 
55 
51 
49 
4.7 
41 
38 
34. 
33 
26 
14. 
10 
.e 
TABLE XII 
SDRJECTS INCLUDED IN THE P.REP.ARA.TORY 
CURRICULA FOR COOPERATIVE-RETAIL SELLING PROGRAMS 
Rank 
l 
z 
3 
4. 
5·5 
5~5 
7 
8 
9·5 
9·5 
11.5 
ll.5 
13 
Suhjects 
Freg_uency of 
Mention 
Typewriting 
Business Arithmetic 
Retail Bookkeeping 
General Salesmanship 
Elementary Business Training or Junior 
Business 
Economics 
Art-Color 
Elementary Retailing 
Economic Geography 
Personal Development 
Textiles . 
Economics of Retailing 
Business Ethics 
Schools Which Do Not Have a Preparatory 
21 
20 
17 
16 
13 
13 
8 
7 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
C'urriculum. lJ4 
Schools Checking_ One or Nbre Subjects :?.6 
Total Schools Reporting 70 
Table XII Shows the subjects included in the preparatory curricula 
for cooperative-retail selling programs in the schools studied. Twenty~ 
si:x: of the 70 schools included in the study offer a preparatory 
curriculum for the cooperative-training program; therefore, the data 
for Table XII were based on the information from 26 schools. Twenty-one 
·of the schools included typewriting, the highest ranking subject, in 
their preparatory curricula.. Business arithmetic. included by 20 of 
the schools, rallked second. Retail bookkeeping, included by 17 of the 
schools~ ranked third. 
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Schools were g;Lven the opportunity to list other subjects included 
in. their preparatory curricula which were not found on the check list. 
Included among: those added were business English. commercial law~ 
shorthand, and fashion. 
As indicated in Table XII, 4J.i;., or 63 per cent, of the schools 
included in the study did not have a preparatory curriculum for their 
programs. Three schools listed only one subject in the preparatory 
curriculum while two schools listed ten subjects in the preparatory 
curriculum. The average number of subjects listed in the preparatory 
curricula. for cooperative-training: programs in retail selling~ was five. 
Thirty-two, or 73 per cent, of the teacher~coordinators located 
in the 44 schools which do ·not have a preparatory curriculum expressed 
a feeling~ of' need for a preparatory curriculum. One of the teacher-
coordinators reported that although the school now has a preparatory 
curriculum, a more comprehensive one is being formulated. TWelve of 
the teacher~coordinators located in the 44 schools which do not have 
a preparatory curriculum did not express a need for one. Two of the 
twelve teacher-coordinators who reported that a need for a preparatory 
curriculum did not exist, stated that their schools had previously 
offered such a curriculum, but the courses had not proved feasible. 
Table XIII reveals the methods used to present the subject matter 
of the cooperative-training programs according to the freq_uency of. 
use. The coordinators were asked to rank in the order of their most 
freq_uent use (1, 2, 3, 4., 5, etcetera) the methods they used. in 
presenting the subject matter to the students. 4s indicated in Table 
XIII, class discussion based on text assignments was the method ranked 
first by 21 teacher-coordinators. Sixteen teachers ranked. class 
discussions of the problems encountered. by the students in their work 
activities as the first method used to present subject matter, while 
20 teacher-coordinators ranked this method as the second preferred. 
method. 
Sixteen teacher-coordinators indicated that demonstrations and 
lectures by the teacher were used to present subject matter as this 
method was their first choice. Elev.en teacher-coordinators listed 
this same method as the second ranking method used to present subject 
matter to students. 
Among_ the other methods of presenting: the sub-ject matter which 
the coordinators listed. were motion pictures, film stripst speech 
recorder, bulletin boards, creating displays using actual merchandise 
and materials, panel discussions on selected subjects, and discussion 
of. work experience related to assigned reading_. 
TABLE XIII 
METHODS DSED TO PRESENT THE SUBJECT 
MATTER OF . THE COOPERATIVE-TRAINING J?.ROGRAMS, 
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE FREQUENCY OF DSE 
Methods Rank Order of· Frequency of Mention 
1 2 3 4,. 5 6) 7 8 9 
Class Discussion Based on Text 
Assignment . . . . . . 21 11 12 4. 2 1 2 0 1 
Class Discussions of the Problems 
Encovntered by the Students in 
Their Work Activities . 
-
16 20 7 6 3 o· } 2 0 Ol 
Demonstrations and Lectures by 
the Teacher . . . . . . . . . 16 11. 3 9 4.. 7 . 2 2 0 
Demonstration Sales by PUpils 6 .. 5 8 7' 8 9) 3 5 0 
Discussion of Students' Work 
Ez:perience . . . . - . . . . 3 8 15 8 8 9 4 0 0 
Assignment of Notebook Projects 1 3 2 5 6 9 7 4 3 
Merchandise Manuals Built by the 
Students . . . . . . . 1 2 5 6 9J 4 5 6) 7 
Talks by Businessmen and 
Personnel Directors . 1 2 2 11 5 3 8 14. 3 
Field Trips to Factories, 
Businesses, and Stores 0 1 3 lj,. 5 3 7 3 11 
Schools Checking One or Jllfore of llbove 70 
Rank 
1 
2: 
.3 
4-c 
.5 
6 
7. 
8.5 
8 .. 5 
10 
11 
12 
TABLE XIV 
:MATERIALS USED IN TEE 
GOOPERA.TIVE-TR.A.INING EROGRAMS 
· Materials 
F.req_uency. of 
Mention 
Textbooks 66 
Manufacturers' Bulletins and Literature .54. 
Government Bulletins 50 
Merchandise Manuals 49 
Reference Books 47 
Trade Periodicals 46 
Syllabus or Outline .38 
Buyers' Manuals 34;. 
Fashion Magazines .34 
Voice Recording Machine 25 
Dummy Store 20 
School Store 9 
Schools Indicating: One or N.bre of Above 66 
Schools Indicating None of Above ~ 
Total Schools Reporting 70 
Table m· reports on the materials used in the cooperative-training 
programs in retail selling. The materials are ranked in the table 
according to freg_uency of mention. 
Sixty-six of the teacher-coordinators reported the use of textbooks 
in the programs. Textbooks were ranked first in order of use in the 
programs. Manufacturers' bulletins and literature were used in 54. of 
the programs and ranked second in order of use in the programs. Fifty 
47 
teacher-coordinators reported the use of government bulletins in the 
programs and. 4.9 teacher-coordinators used merchandise manuals. 
The teacher-coordinators were asked. to indicate any other materials 
found in their programs which were not indicated on the check list. 
Two teachers reported that state courses of studies were used. i~ their 
programs. Others reported the use of magazines of local businesses, 
radio and newspapers, Consumer's Research Guide, Nation1 s Business, 
:tl.lm strips, and visual aids .. 
As indicated in Table XIV, some of the teacher-coordinators stated 
that only two types of the materials indicated on the check list were 
found in their programs, while others indicated.the use of' eleven types 
of· materials. The average number of types of materials fbund in the 
programs was t?i:x::. 
Textbooks Used in the 
Cooperative-Training Programs in Retail Selling 
Table XS! is related to Table XIV: in that Table XS! reveals the 
names of' the textbooks used' in the cooperative-training programs. The 
textbooks are listed according_- to f'reg_uency of' mention. 
Table N indicates that the textbook used most f'reg_uently was 
Fundamentals of' Selling b,Y Walters and: Wing;:~.tet. JtUblished by South-
Western Publishing Company. Retail Merchandising by Wingate and Rowse, 
published. by South.,.-Western Publishing dompany, was indicated by 24,. 
teacher-coordinators as the most valuable textbook f'or the study of 
salesmanship and store organization. Fundamentals of' Advertising; by 
Row.se and Fish, published by the South-Western Publishing_~ Company, was 
listed 'hy ·~ schools as the most valuable textbook f'or the study o:f 
advertising;. Consumer Goods hy Reich and Sieg;ler. published by The 
American Book Company, WaJS listed b.y 8 schools as the most v.aluab~e 
textbook f'or commodity study. Many teacher-coordinators indicated 
that more than one textbook was used. in the classrooms and that each 
classroom contained many reference books and trade journals available 
to all students. 
Tal;Jle X:V. shows the wide variety o:f. textbooks used in the training" 
programs. 
TJlBLE X5J! 
TEXTBOOES USED IN THE 
GOOPERATIVE-TRAINING PROGRA!V.IS IN RErAIL SELLING 
.Authors 
Walters and Wingate 
Wingate and Rowse 
Richert, 
Brisco. Griffith, · 
& Robinson 
Wingate~ Gillespie 
& Addison 
Reich and Sieg~er 
Rowse and Fish 
B-eckley and Logan 
Reich 
B:risco and Arnowi t 
Pot"ter, M. D. 
Kneeland, Bernard, 
& Tallman 
Walters. and Rowse 
Nystrom 
Shilt-Wilson 
Brew.ster, Palmer, 
& In.gr:aham 
Russell and Beach 
Robinson and Robinson 
Nixon 
Iv;ey 
Smith and Breen 
Blackstone 
Weiner 
Carney 
Edwards and Howard 
Rowse and Nolan 
Kleppner 
Strand 
Titles 
Freg_uency o:f 
Mention 
FDND.AlV:lENT.ALS OF SELLING 
RETAIL MERCHANDISING 
RETAILING ffiiNCIPLES .AND PRACTICES 
STORE S.ALESMANSBIP & REr.AILING 
KNOW YODR MERCHlu\JDISE 
CONSD:M:ER GOODS 
FUND.AlVJENT.ALS . OF ADVERTISING. 
TEE .RETJ\.IL S.AI.:ESPERSON AT WORK . 
SELLING TO TEE CONSUMER 
J;NTRODUCTION OF MODERN RETJ\.ILING 
FIB.:ER .TO FABRIC 
SELLINO:.-TO TOD.AY'S CDSTO:MER 
FDND.Al\l.iENTALS OF REI'.AIL SELLING. 
ELEMENTS OF RETAIL SELLING 
BUSINESS PRINCIPLES AND MANAG:EMENT 
INTRODUCTION TO .ADVERTISING;-
S.ALESMA.N'SBIP, 4th Edition 
SUCCESSFUL RETAIL SALESM.ANSBIP 
PRINCIPLES OF .ADVERTISING. 
SUCCESSFUL SALESMANSHIP 
SELLING. IN STORES 
SELLING:· 
SELLING, 4,th Edition 
EI'IQ.UETTE L~ BUSINESS 
RETAIL ADVERTISING 111-ID S.A.LF.S 
PROMOTION 
FUND.AMENTALS OF .ADVERTISING' 
ADVERTISING PROCEDURES 
S.ALESM.A.NSBIP 
33 
24.-
19 
ll 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6; 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
A complete listing of the textbooks used in the cooperative-training 
programs in this study will be :found in the bibliography. 
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Demonstration Laboratories Found In The Retail-
Selling Programs 
Table XVI is concerned with the e~uipment included in the demon-
-. 
stration laboratories of the cooperative-training programs. Thirty-two, 
or 47 per cent, of the 70 teacher~coordinators indicated that their 
programs contained actual demonstration laboratories. Table 1JTI reports 
the items indicated in both the actual demonstration laboratories and 
classroom laboratories and ranks the items according to fre~uency. 
TlffiLE XVI 
ITEMS INCLUDED IN DEMONSTRATION 
LABORATORIES IN TEE COOPERATIVE-TRAINING PROGRAMS 
Rank Items 
1 Counters and Display Material 
Z Wrapping~ Materials 
3 CashRegister 
4 Mechanical Devices 
Fre~uency of 
Mention 
28 
2-7 
22 
15 
Table XVI shows that 28 schools of the 32 using. a store laboratory 
51 
contained c:ounters and display material. Twenty~seven of the laboratories 
used wrapping; materials. Cash registers were used in 22 of the schools 
reporting. Some teacher-coordinators reported that they were able to 
borrow a cash register for short periods of time while others were able 
to borrow cash registers for the entire school year. 
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The teacher~coordinators were asked to list i terns not included in 
the check list, which were f'ound in, their laboratories.. llmong, the items 
listed. were film :projectors, manneg_uins, show cases, tape machine, 
mirrors, merchandise dJ.s:play fixtures, T stands, and stag~ money. 
In commenting on this section of the check list, one teacher~ 
coordinator reported that associated retailers loaned $250 worth of 
merchandise to the school. This school also has a teen-age boy manneg_uin 
and a teen-age girl manneg_uin. Another teacher~coordinator reported 
that her students work in the school store which averages $LOOO a month 
in selling supplies. Many teachers indicated the need for more materials. 
The Factors Which Influenced the Selection o~ Teaching 
Material~ in the Coo:perati ve-T.raining; Programs 
Table XVII lists the factors which influence the selection of' 
teaching~ materials in the cooperative~training: :programs. The factors 
are ranked according to freg_uency of mention. Pupils' needs and 
interests influenced the selection of' teaching materials in 56 of' the 
:programs rankingf'irst in f'reg_uency of mention. Teacher investigation 
of' new store methods influenced the selection of teaching materials in 
50 schools and ranked second.. Forty-two teacher~coordinators indicated 
that :periodic. survey and analysis of' local conditions. influenced the 
selection of teaching materials in the progrmns. 
Table Xllii reveals the importance of the teacher-coordinators in 
the :programs.. The constant changes in merchandising methods, store 
systems, commodities, and consumer needs req.uire the energies of' 
TABLE xv.rr 
FACTORS WEICH INFLUENCE THE SEI.ECTION 
oF· TEAC:HING. MATERIALS IN THE COOPERATIVE-TRAINING ffiOGRAMS 
Rani<: Factor 
Fr: equency o:r.· 
Mention 
1 Pupils 1 Needs and Interests, 56 
2 Teacher Investigation of New Store Methods 50 
J; Periodic Surv;ey and .Analysis of· Io cal 
Conditions ·4.2 
1-i,. Specific! Requirements of the Cooperating_ 
Stores 40 
5 Standards and Requirements of the Federal or 
State Departments of Education 39 
6.5 Specifi~ Requirements of the School 25 
6.5 Cbntent of Other Programs in Other Schools 25 
Schools Indicating One or More of: .Above 70 
obs;erv;ant, intelligent, and hard-working teacher-coordinators who m.usit 
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make every attempt to keep their programs equipped with current retailing 
practices. 
The fact that the teachers investigated new store methods and used 
periodic strrveys and analyzed local conditions in determining the 
content of their programs indicated that the teacher-coordinators were 
attempting to make their programs meet the actual needs of the students 
and the cooperating; stores. 
Some teacher-coordinators indicated that. only two factors inf'luenced 
their selecxion of teaching materials while others indicated that all 
seven factors were used. 
Means Used To Evaluate The Store Work 
Of Students In The Cooperative-Training Programs 
The next section of the check list was designed to determine the 
means used to evaluate the store work of students in the cooperative-
training programs in retail selling. In Table XVIII, the means used 
to evaluate the store work of students are ranked according to :frequency 
o:f mention. 
TliBLE XVIII 
1V.IEKNS USED TO EVALUATE TEE STORE WORK 
oF· STUDENTS IN .TEE COOPERATIVE-TRAINING IROGRAMS 
Rank Means 
F.r-equency o:f 
Mention 
l Oo:.servation o:f the Pupil on the Job by the 
Teacher 67 
2 Conferences o:f Teacher and Employer 65 
3 Teacher-Student Conferences 64 
4 Rating Sheet Used by Employer 55 
5 Rating Sheet Used by Teacher 38 
6 Objecxiv.e Examination o:f Sales Records, Counter 
Cheek and Other Selling Activities 15 
Schools Indicating One or Nbre o:f Above 70 
Table XYIII reveals that ooservation o:f the students on the joh 
was a means used to evaluate the students 1 store. work in 67 o:f the 
schools studied. Teacher-employer conference was used hy 65 o:f the 
teacher-coordinators in evaluating the store work o:f students. Teacher-
student conferences were used in 64 of the cooperative-training programs 
as a means o:f evaluating the students 1 store work. 
54. 
55 
Teachers were asked. to indicate other means used to evaluate the 
students' store work. Among_ those indicated hy the teachers, which were 
not indicated in the check list, were weekly progress reports of job 
activities by students, self-analysis charts and joh sheets, the customer's 
opinion in comparison with students in other schools, and check-ups with 
other employers and buyers. One teacher-coordinator reported that certain 
shoppers were asked to report on the services they received from the 
students. This information was used only for class discussion purposes. 
Another teacher-coordinator stated that she felt the rating sheet used 
by the employer needed to be simple as the merchant will not take time 
for a complicated report. This rating sheet usecl at reg)llar intervals 
showed the dewelopment of the student. 
Every teacher-coordinator completed the section of the· check list 
which dealt with the means used to evaluate the store work of students. 
Some teachers indicated that two of the means found in.the check list 
were used to evaluate the .students' store work, While others indicated 
that six of the means were used. The average number of means indicated 
as used by the teacher-coordinators was four. 
Rank 
TABLE XIX: 
OUTSTANDI1TG DEFICIENCIES FOUND IN STUDENTS 
ENROLLED IN THE COOPERATIVE-TRAINING PROGRAMS 
Deficiencies 
Freg_uency of 
Mention 
1 Lack of Command of· Basic Arithmetic; 52 
2 Lack of Initiative 44 
3. Poor Command of English 41 
4 Inability to Write Legibly 37 
5 Lack of· Proper Personal Traits or Work Habits 32 
~ Unwillingness to Accept Responsibility 24 
7 Slow J:earners 20 
Schools Indicating; One or More of ll.bove 70 
Table XIX reveals the outstanding deficiencies found in students 
enrolled in the cooperative-training; programs in retail selling, and 
ranks the deficiencies according to freq,u.en.ey o! mention. 
As indicated. in Table XIX, 52 teacher-coordinators found that some 
of the students in the cooperative-training: programs in retail selling_ 
lackecl the command of basic arithmetic. This was ranked. as the 
out.-standing deficiency of students enrolled. in the programs. Forty-four 
teachers reported that students lacked initiative. Poor command of 
English was the deficiency reported by 4l teachers and 3.7 teachers stated. 
that the inability of write legibly was a deficiency found in the students 
enrolled. in their programs .. 
The teacher-coordinators were asked to list any other deficiencies 
they discovered in some of their students which were not indicated. in 
the check·list. Among, the deficiencies the teachers indicated were 
promptness,, which included school and work, emotional instability, 
lack of understanding: of the value of money and thrift, and inability 
to follow instructions .• 
One teacher-coordinator reported that she had corrected the 
penmanship deficiency found in man:y of her students. Th_ree teachers 
stated that many students take the course mainly for the double credit 
and to earn some money.: They further commented that when the programs 
are large enough some of the deficient characteristics may be partly 
removed as the teacher-coordinators will be able to raise standards of 
selection. It was stated by one coordinator that in one or two cases, 
the students did not ac~ept constructive criticism from the employer~ 
In regard to lack of initiative, it was reported by one teacher that 
the students were excellent in the beg~nning_: of the program, but the 
poor work habits of older personnel in stores ruined the work habits 
. of many students .. 
The Extent to Which the Deficiencies Hindered the Success; 
o~· the COoperative-Training; Programs in Retail Selling 
One of.' the most important sections of.' the check list. dealt with 
the problems which teacher-coordinators encountered;. in their programs. 
The teacher-coordinators were asked to indicate under ~he categpries 
o:fi' eg:oeat~, moderate. or little how the deficiencies affected. their 
programs. Many of. the teacher~coordinators ind:j.cated that the 
&ef.iciencies listed were not indicative of.' their programs and therefore 
did. not aff.'ec:t the suc~:ess of the program. 
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TABLE :XX. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN TEE 
COOPERATIVE-TRAINING PROGRAMS IN RErAIL SELLING 
E:x:.tent of Hindrance 
Problems 
Limited Selection of the Proper Type of 
Pupil 
Limi tea:. Store Positions Available 
Limited Experience for Pupils on the Jo"fu 
Lack of Ade~uate Teaching:Materials 
Lack of Time and Personnel for Ade~uate 
Supervision 
Lack of Student Interest in Program 
Immaturity of Pupils 
Coordinating Store Work to School Work 
Lack of Store Cooperation 
Unfavorable Influence-on Other Workers in 
Store on Student Trainee 
Exploitation of Student by ~~rchant 
Great 
19 
1.9 
11 
10 
9 
7 
4.-
3 
3 
2. 
1 
Schools Indicating: One or N.bre of Above 70 
lVbderate Little 
26. 29 
l& 2.9 
27 24 
28 22 
25 2.( 
11:\l. 4P 
30 .30 
l7 30 
7 so 
9 4.-9 
14 43 
These problems were reportect and ran}£ed. acc:ordingJ to i're~uency 
of mention in Table XJL The problems listeill most fre~uently as the 
eg"eatest hindrances were the selee:tion of the. proper type of pupil 
and the limited store positions avai,lable. The problem which rated 
highest as to moderate extent of' hindrance was the immaturity of 
pupils. The problems with which teacher-coordinators have the least 
trouble were reported:. as lack of' store cooperation and. unf avorahle 
influence of other workers in store on student trainees. 
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TABLE XXI 
ASPECTS OF THE COOPERATIVE-TRAINING :PROG:R.AMS 
IN RETAIL SELLING WIITOH NEED IMPROV'EIJJENT 
Aspects 
htent of Need 
Great Moderate· Little 
Materials Used in Program 26. 
Pupil Selection for Program ~ 
Preparatory Qbrriculum for the Cooperative 
Program 17 
Planning.~ for Future Needs 14 
Sub jee:ts Included in Program 7 
Cooperation and Reciprocal Work for Merchants 5 
Supervision and Obntrol 2 
Schools Indicating One or More of Above 70 
27 
31 
31 
32 
24. 
lD 
10 
9 
ll 
23 
21\;. 
33 
Table XXI lists the aspects of the programs which need improvement 
and ranks them according to fre~uency of mention as to extent of need 
in great, moderate, and little. As shown in Table XXI, 26 teacher-
coordinators found that materials used in the program were needed te a 
great extent and 25 teacher-coordinators found that materials used in 
the program were .needed to a moderate extent. Pupil Selection for the 
program was reported hy 24. teacher-coordinators as needing improvement 
to a great extent: and 36, teacher-coordinators reported pupil selection 
for the program as needing. improvement to a moderate extent. The 
aspec.t of the training programs which was ranked the lowest was 
supervision and control which was reported by 33 teacher-coordinators 
as needing little improvement. 
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Teachers were asked to list other aspects of their programs which 
needed improvement which were not included in the check list. Among 
those aspects the teacher-coordinators listedw.ere need for more 
related subject matter such as learning, to write, spell, and do simple 
arithmetic, need for connn.unity understanding of the program as well as 
acceptance by other teachers and academic students, need to stimulate 
the interest of a greater number of more capable students, need :for 
more parent cooperation with the school, and need for the coordination 
.of this programwith the high school and better general teacher 
cooperation. One teacher-coordinator stated that many girls were more 
interested. in earning money for marriage than in becoming proficient 
salesladies. .Another teacher stated that guidance of students into 
the cooperative-training~ program is necessary to attract the proper 
type of students, to build good will with merchants,and to insure the 
success of the cooperative-training programs in retail selling~. 
Every teacher-coordinator completed the section which showed the 
aspects in the programs which needed improvement. Some teachers 
indicated two ·aspects which needed improvement while others indicated 
six. The average number of aspects which needed improvement, as 
indicated by the teacher-coordinators, was three. 
OHAPrER V 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The purpose of this research study was to determine the practices, 
trends, ancl problems found in the cooperative-training programs in 
retail selling. in the public hig~ schools of Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota. 
Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexic:o, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and 
Wyoming,. 
In order to carry out the purpose of this study the following 
subordinate problems were formulated! 
14 To determine the extent and importance of cooperatiwe 
training: in retail selling in the public high schools 
of .Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming. 
2. To determine the length of the programs off'ered and 
the type of program used. 
3· To determine the factors useCL in deciding, on the 
eligibility of students for the program. 
4,.. To determine the course content and teaching; materials 
available to students in the retail-selling program. 
5· To determine the means used to evaluate pupil 1 s store 
work. 
&. To aetermine the deficiencies and the extent to which 
they hinder the success of the program. 
7. To determine the needs which would improve the program. 
6l 
The following, summary is based upon the data obtained from the 
check list which was designed to cover the major objectives of the 
study. 
Summary 
1. At least 70 cooperative-training; programs in retail selling; 
are in operation in the ten states named in the study. The 
cities and t:owns in which the programs are located vary. in 
population from under 5, 000 to over 250.000. The towns 
with a population under 5, 000 are in North Dakota, South 
Dakota, and Wyoming. 
2:. The number of g;irls who participate in the training; exceeds 
the number of boys. 
3. The size of classes ranges from 3 to 73 students with the 
majority of teachers desiring: an average of 25 students 
in order to guard against coordination difficulties. 
l.j,.. Fifty-nine, or 84,. per cent, of the schools carried out the 
cooperative-training programs in retail selling in one 
year. Students usually participated in the programs in 
the last year of high school. 
5· The nonalternating or short-unit plan of program. was used 
in 60 high schools. Under this form of program, students 
attended school each morning and worked in the stores 
every afternoon. Four of the programs used the alternating 
form. 
6. Teacher-coordinators reported that hours spent by the 
students in the schoolrooms varied from 7 to 30 hours. 
The largest number of teacher-coordinators reported that 
students spent 1.5 hours per week in classroom work. The 
hours spent in the classroom depended. U];lOn the work 
s:chedule of the students. 
7. Teacher-coordinators reported that hours spent at work 
by the students varied from 12 to 3.5 hours per week. The 
largest number of teacher~coordinators reported that students 
worked from 20 to 30 hours per week. Many teacher~coordinators 
reported that working hours for students varied since working 
hours were arranged with individual stores to fit their needs. 
8. The number of positions available was reported as the most 
important reason fbr limiting the number of students allowed 
to enroll in the programs. Other reasons included hi~ 
standards set by the school and limited school facilities. 
9. A report from each state showed that lj.O progt'ams limited 
enrollment into programs and 45 schools did not limit 
enrollment. 
10. Numerous factors were considered by teacher-coordinators for 
determining the eligibility of students for :parti.cipating; in 
the :programs. Pupil's reques~, :personality of the student, 
at~endance records, chronological age, health records, student's 
a:ppearance, and general scholastic: average were among, the 
factors indicated mst often by the schools. 
11. The :person responsible for a&ni tting students int.o the 
coo:perati v:e-training :program was most freg_uently listed. 
as. the coordinator. .Also freg_uen.tly mentioned as those 
responsible for admitting; students into the coo:perativ.e-
training~. :program were the coordinator and g)lidance director. 
In some instances, the coordinator consulted with the 
guidance director, the :principal, or the dean of' g;Lrls. 
12. Sixty-one teacher.-coordinators indicated that full 
cooperation from the store was the most important basis used 
in selecting a cooperating store. Other bases freg_uently 
mentioned were :probability of steady employment throughout 
the year, working conditions in the store, :prospects for 
:permanent employment in the store after training~ and 
store ethics. 
1.3. The subjects most freg_uently mentioned by teacher-coordinators 
as included in their curricula for the coo:perati ve-training 
:programs in retail selling_ were salesmanship and retail 
selling, business and store arithmetic, advertising; and 
display, business ethics, and store organization and practices. 
Other· subjects mentioned freg_uently included :personal develop-
ment, oral expression, job :problems, and textiles. 
14.. The subjects most freg_uently mentioned by teacher-coordinators 
as included in their :preparatory curricula were ty:pewri ting.:. 
business arithmetic, retail bookkeeping, and g~neral sales-
manship. Twenty-six of the 70 schools studied included a 
:preparatory curriculum for the cooperative-training_ :program. 
15. The methods usecl to_ :present the subject matter of the 
cooperative-training, programs included discussion o:t:· students 1 
work experience, class discussion based on text assignment, 
class discussions of the :problems encountered by the students 
in their work activities, and demonstrations and lecxures.by 
the teacher. Other methods indicated: were the use of motion 
pi~tures, film strips, creating, displays using_ actual mer-
chandise, and :panel discussions on selected subjects. 
16. The most frequently used material in :presentation of class-
room training was reported as throu.gJ:l the use of textbooks. 
A variety of textbooks were used in the :programs. Teachers 
indicated that many different books were used for study 
rather than one basic text. Also used in the programs 
were :¢.anufacturers:' bulletins and literature, gpvernment 
bulletins, and merchandise manuals. 
17. Thirty-two, or 47 :per cent, of the 70 teacher-coordinators 
indicated, that their programs contained actual demonstration 
laboratories. Most frequently used items in the laboratory 
includecl counters and display materials, wrapping materials, 
cash reg~sters, film :projectors, and mannequins. 
18. Pupils' needs and interests influencecl selection of teaching 
materials in 56 of the programs. Other factors which influenced 
the. selection of teaching materials in the programs included 
teacher investig?-tion of new store methods, periodic~ survey and 
analysis of local condi tiona, and specific; req;_u.irements o:f' tb.e -
cooperating~ stores. 
- - - - - - --- - - - - - -~ -~ - -- -- - -- - ---- - - - --- - ~- -
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19.. Six..ty-seven o:f the teacher-coordinators indicated that 
observation o:f the pupil on the job by the teacher was the 
most :frequently used method to evaluate the students 1 ·work 
in stores during cooperative training •. Conferences o:f the 
teacher and employer were used~ in 65 programs and teacher-
student conferences were .used in 64 programs. 
20. Outstanding deficiencies :found in students allowed to enroll 
in the programs included lack o:f command o:f basic arithmetic, 
lack o:f initiative, and poor command o:f English. 
21. Teacher-coordinators indicated that the problems causing the 
greatest hindrances to the success o:f their programs were 
limited selection o:f the proper type o:f pupil and limited 
store positions available. The :problems causing the least 
hindrance to the success: o:f the programs were un:fav:orable 
influence o:f other workers in the ~ores on student trainees 
and lack o:f store cooperation. 
22. The aspects o:f the cooperative-training programs in retail 
selling~ whic.h needed improvement to the greatest extent 
were indicated by teacher-coordinators as materials used 
in the :programs and :pupil selection :for the :programs. The 
aspect o:f the cooperative-training programs in retail 
selling:which needed improvement to the least extent was 
supervision and control. 
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.APPENDIX 
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.APP]]NDIX A. 
LETTER SENT TO STATE SUPERVISORS OF 
DIST.RIRUTIVE EDUCATION IN 
ARIZONA t IOW .A., MINNESOT.A., JIJJISSOURI , NEBRASKA, 
NEN MEXICO, NORTH Dli.KOT.A., SOUTH DAKOTA, UTAH, .AND WYOMING 
February l5. 1951 
State Supervisor of Distributive Education 
Dear --------------------------------------
I am conducting a research study in the field 
of distributive education. 
Would you be so kind as to forward me the names 
of the high schools in·your state which carry on a 
cooperative-training program in retail selling, the 
cities in which the high schools are located, and 
the name of the teacher~coordinator in each of these 
schools. 
I know that you are interested in see~ng- the 
distributive education program g~ow ~n the high 
s~ools in the United States and that you realize 
the important role research can play in its growth. 
Any aid you can g~ve me will be deeply appreciated. 
Sincerely yours, 
(Miss) Elizabeth S. Kennedy 
APPENDIX B; 
LEI"TT.ER OF TRANSMITTAL SENT 
TO 101 BIGH SCHOOLS IN TEE TEN STATES NJ\1\tJED IN TBIS STUDY 
WEICH C'.ANNY ON THE COOPERATIVE~TRAINING J?ROGR.ru:Y.i IN RETAIL. SELLING 
March 15, 1951 
Teacher~Coor dina tor 
Dear ---------------
Under the direction of Professor Lester I. Sluder of Boston 
Uni,versity, I am undertaking a survey of. "Distributive Education 
on the Cooperati-ve Plan in the High Schools of some of the 
western states in the United States." Your name has been given 
to me as one who is conducting one of these programs and who 
might be willing, in the interest of furthering availability of 
information in this field, to complete the enclosed check list. 
Although the number of pages may look formidable you will find 
that a number of answers can be provided ~uickly by means of 
check marks. 
:My plan will be to summarize this information from all the 
teacher-coordinators in this section and make it available to 
all who would like to have it. 
I enclose a return en-velope for your convenience in replying. 
Your assistance will be valuable, and will be very much appreciated. 
Very truly yours, 
(Miss:) Elizabeth S. Kennedy 
Enclosures. 
- ~~ ' .... • • '· 0 , 
.... · 
Suvvey. of Cooperative Training Programs in Retail Selling 
> I 
~ ... :.0,; • - •••• 
Name of ~School_..__....;.. ___ ~---~--....---------------
......... 
.. -·~ . . . ' . City ... or town ... _ ..... · ..... · -_._.....,.__,_-.--:--___ _.. _____ .. _state ______ _ 
e Name~ of Person_ .R.esp~h~~ri'g. ______ ....__... _ _.. ___ i:-: -. ~. ·':"". _,......_ ......... _ 
Official Posit{on .. ~-
/ -----------------------~----~--~~.~,-----------
. . ! 
Please check population .of city or town in whi_cli- yo~,F ·school is 
located: 
( ) 5,000 or under ( ) 50~001 to·lOO,OOO 
( ) 5;001 to 20,000 ( } 500,001 to 25Q,OOO ( ) 20,001 to 50,000 ( ) Over 250,000 
., 
·--
,. 
ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS OF PROGRAM-
A. When was your cooperative rE?tail-selling program ·started? 
Date __ ~------~----19 ____ _ 
Bi What is your enrollment -in your retail selling proeram this 
year? 
G-irls_ Total Enrollment 
C. Please check the length of your re-tail selling proe,ram 
(exc-lusive of prepa:r;-g_t9tY. ~.ur:r:iculum). ( ) 1. One-year program_ _ - · 
( ) 2. Two-year program 
( ) 3. One-seme~ter program 
. . 
D. Please check any change which you_ have made .in the. length of 
the- program since its start •. 
( - } L. Changed from one-year to t"ro-year program 
( ) 2. Changed from two-1rear to ·one .... year program 
- ( ··) 3. No chane.e made ( ) 4. Other variation 
E. If the length of your proeram was changed, please state the~' 
most important reason for the change. 
-------------------------
F·. -Please· check. the form q.f you~ pr?gram .. 
( ) 1. Alternating 
( ) 2. Nonalternating () 3. Other variation (please name) _______ ....._ ___ _ 
G. Please check any chanEe which has peen made in the form of your 
proEram since its start. . 
( ) 1. Changed from nonalternating to alternating 
( ) 2. .Changed from alternating to nonalternating ( ) 3i No change made 
( ) 4 ~ Other variation. 
------~~----~---~------~-------------
__ . ~· . .----
-2-
. ~ . \ 
H. ·Tf the form of your pro~ram vJes changed, please 'state the 
most importent reason fbr the change 
. . -···:~-- .. · ,.: ........ , . . . •"· --:--,---------------
I. 
Ex. 
J. 
K. 
1. 
If the··.-·nonait·ernating plari· is used; please. indicate the hours 
of .. ~<;:.hoo+. C?-n9-. _·work under your pro~ram • 
. ~· ·' .. ~ . . . . . : . . . . . .. 
Da.:y; Time Classes Begin End U.ork Begins 
I-Ion·~ 8:15 ·A .~-f. 1'2:1)0 · ·1.:"00:· P.M. 
:Mon. 
Tues. 
\Jed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Sa-t. 
If the alternp.ting plan is 
work period. 
) ( 1~ One morith ( ) 2. TV!O weeks 
( ) 3. One week ( ) 4. One day ( ) 5. Other variatior. 
Do you li;:;.li'·C the enrolltnent 
( ) Y-es"" ( . ) 
used, indicate the len~th 
in your proq;ram?, .. 
~io ' 
I Ends 
5 :~OQ._ P.M. 
of the 
If the enrollment is limited, please check the .. rec::sons for this 
practice. 
( ) 1. 
( ) 2" ( ) 3 • 
( ) 4·. ( ) 5. ( ) 6. 
'· 
. . 
High st~ndards of selection set by the school4 
High stEndarc:is set by the cooperating merchants 
Ligited sch~ol fncilities 
Number of work positions available 
Coordinction difficulties 
Other reasons, please specify_·-------------
:M.. Please check tr e fact::>rs which determine the el i.r:;ibility of 
students who wish to enroll in your pro·-r,r,:-:m. 
( ) 1. Attendanc~ ra~~rds 
( ) 2. Health records 
(·., ·) · .- }··· · -:-. Chron-o-1-D-:;ical ar;e ( ) 4. Size of student 
( ) 5. General :::ch Jla ·.tic avera?,;es 
( ·) 6. Intellicr,ence quotient (state minimum) ( ) 7. "8tl'd.ent's a·~pearE.nce & 
+-·-d·: 8--.-~:-.t'·er-s~nali ty·~- of student ~~ 
( ) 9. Pupil 1 s request 
( · ) 10. Interest invent 'Jries, such as Kuder or Strong 
{ ) 11. Other factors ( please specify ) 
-------------
.,.. '/" 
o. 
A,. 
... 3 ,_ . ·,, 
\. . 
Please indicate who is responsible 
the cooperative training program 
~·. ""·· , .. , 
fo.r admitting students" i11t"O 
( ) 1. The coordinator 
{ ) 2. The coordinator and the euidance direc-tor { ) 3. A committe.e .oi' teachers -and the coordinator 
{ ) 4. . Tl;le guidanc,e d:i,rector { ) 5. Other (please. name)...,·_· __ ..____,......., ___________ _ 
Please check all the bases used in selecting a cooperating 
store. ~. 
Methods and systems of ~he store ( ) 1. 
( ) 2. ·. 
( 
( 
{ 
{ 
} 
) 
Prospects for permanent employment in the.store after 
training 
~ 
). 
4. 
5. 
6. f ... '} ··-7. 
{ . ") ""8 • 
- < ·· r ··9. · 
. f ... } "''10 ·~ 
Full cobperation from the store 
Proximity of store 
Prestie;e of store 
Sixe of store 
Sto.re ethics 
Per:Sorinel employed 
Remi..m.eration to workers 
Wo'rking ~ondi tion:s in the store· · 
.( ) 11. 
{ ) 12. 
Probability of steady emplo;rment throuehout the year 
Probability of employment of cooperative students 
· durine depressions and slack seasons 
( Please indicate other factors considereq----------~-
•. 
'· CONTENT-OF PROGRAM \ 
a ""';"\ •" \ .... ~ 
Please check the subjects included in your cooperative-ret-ail-
selling program. 
( } 1. Salesmanship and retail selling 
( ) 2~ Oral expression ( ) 3.. Comrnodi ty studies. ( ) 4. Color-Line-Design · { ) 5. Advertising and. display · 
( ) 6. Fashion 
· "{ ) 7.- Textiles 
· ( Y ·s~ Nontextil"es (leather~ furl· etc·;y ( ') 9'~ Business and store arithmetic .. -...... 
( ) 10. Economics of retailing_ 
{ ) 11. Store or~anization and practices 
{ ) 12~ Business ethics ( ) 13. Personal development { } 14. Job problems 
( ") 15. T;rpewriting ( ) 16. Hygiene· · 
· ( } 17. Physical trairiiri'g ( ) ·18. Ot~ers {Ple.~se list.) ___ ....... _...._ _ _;,.;. _ _........,. ...... __ _ 
,.. 
-4-
J.f your school has a preparatory curriculum which precedes the 
cooperative., trainin~ proc;ram, please check ·the subjects included 
( ) 1. General Salesraanship 
( ) 2. Bu.siness Arithmetic ( ) · 3. Retail Bjokkeeping ( ) 4. ~lementary Business Training or Junior Business 
. ( ) . 5.. . E.l.er,lentary. Reta:iling. ( ) 6. · E:conomic s ( } ?. Economic Geography 
( ) 8. Coi:nnodi ty Studies ( ) 9. Personal Development 
( ) lG. · Art-Color -
( ) 11. Typewriting 
( ) 12. Textiles 
( ) 13. Business Ethics 
{ ) lLr. Economics of Retailing ( ) 15. Others (pleaso list) ________________________________ _ 
D. If y;ur sch ;ol doss not Dt present have a preparntory curricu-
lum for y.::mr proP:;ram, do you be.lieve one :;hould be started':' 
( ) Yes ( ) No. · 
E. l?l.ep.,s,e ... l:Q.nk ... in orQ.er .. of ... their most fre~u.ent.use, (1~2~.3,4 •. 5. etd 
the mctEOCrs you use in presenting the subject matter. ' 
( ) 1. Demonstration sales by ~he pupil 
( ) 2. Demonstrati")ns ond lectures by the teac~er 
( ) 3. Class discussions of the pr.;blems encountered by the 
students in their work· activities· 
( ) 4. Herchandise manuals built by the stur:ents (. ) 5. Class discussi Jn based on text assi.:;nment 
( ) 6. Assi~Snment of not eb.Jok projects ( ) 7. Discussion of students' work exuerience 
l ) 8, Talks by businessmen and uerson~el di~ectors 
( ) 9 .. Field trips to· f8.ctorics,-businesses ~.nd stores 
( ) 10. Please indicate other meth~ds used 
F. Please indicate 1,'ibicl: .Jf the foll:nvinr; l!l~lterials are .used in 
your pro ·-;ram • 
( ) 1~ 0yllabus or outline 
( ) 2. Textbooks, please nvme them 
For Selling 
------------------------------------------~-' . 
For Store Or~anizat~on 
------~--------~----------·-----
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( ) 3. Government bulletins 
( ) 4. Buyers 1 manuals 
( ~ 5. Manufacturerst bulletins and literature ( ) 6. School store 
( ) 7. Dummy store 
( ) 8. Merchandise manuals 
( ) ·- 9' Trade periodicals. (. ) 10. Fashion magazines 
( ) 11. Voice recording mo.chine 
( ) 12. Reference books 
( ) 13. Oth13rs 
G. If you have a demonstration laboratory, check items it contains 
( ) l. Cash register 
( ) 2. Counters o.nd display meterial 
( ) 3' Wrapping r.J.a terials ( ) 4.· ·Mechanical devices (please name) 
H. Check the factors which influence the selection of teaching r.J.aterial~ in 
your program 
( ) l. · Specific rec:uirements of the cooperating stores 
( ) 2. Specific requirements 6f the school 
( ) 3• Standards and requir~11ents of the Federal or State Departments 
·· of -Education · · 
( ) 4, Teacher investigation of new store methods 
( ) 5~ Periodic survey and analysis of local conditions 
( ) 6. Content of other prograr.J.s in other schools 
( ) 7. Pupi~ needs and interests 
( ) 8. Please indicate any other factors _ _;_ _____________ _ 
.A. Check ( ) ( ) ( ) 
~ ~ ( ) 
EVALUATIONS 
the means you use to evaluate the pupilts store work • 
1. Observation of the pupil on the job by the teacher 
2. Rating sheet used by teacher 
3. Rating sheet used by employer 
4. Conferences of teacher and employer 
5• Teacher-student conferences 
. ( ) 
6~ ·objective ~xamination of sales records, counter check and other 
sellihg activities 
7. Plea·se rtame other neans used 
------------~----------------
B. Check ( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
any outstanding doficioncios found in your students. 
1. Slow learners 
2. Poor command of English 
3. Lack of cor.'.mand of Basic Ari tbmctic 
4. Inability. to write L::gibly 
5. Lack of proper personal traits or work habits 
6. Unwillingness to accept responsibility 
7. Lack of initiative 
B. Others (name them) 
c. In your program please indicate tho extant to which the following 
deficiencies hinder thn success of tho program. 
· · · Extent of Hindrance 
Groat 1.!odcratc Little 
1. Imma tu.ri ty of pupils ',......__..,.._+---~-+--------+ 
2. Lack of adequate teaching ma tcrials j_· _.;.;_;,.--+---~+----·--+ 
J. Exploitation of student ~J mGrchant I 
.. 4·: .. Coordinating storo work to school work . ~------+-----+-------+ 
5. Limi tod cxpcrionce for p11pils on tho job ; 
6.· Lack of'" time· and personnel for adequate ·~----+------+------1 
supervision ~--~--~--~-+-------~--+ 7. Limited store positions availabJe ' 
8. Lack of ntudont intc.rGst in program · ~----+---~-+--.,--------1 
9. Unfavorable influence o.f other workers 
in sto.rc on studont t-rainee 
10. Lack of store cooperation 
11. Limited Gcloction of tho proper typo of. 
pupil 
·NEEDS OF THE PROGRAJ2 
.. 
A., · Plbasc indica.to tho~ extent~· of ncc,<i· for improving·va:r':i.-ous ·phases of your 
coopcrativo-rotail-selling program. 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
'5. 
6. 
7. 
. ' ........ '.8 •· 
Materials used in proeram 
Subjects included in program 
Pt'pil selection for program 
Cooperation and reciprocal YiOrk 
morcha.nts 
SuperVision and ·control 
Planning for futuro needs. 
Preparato~.curriculum for tho 
Cooperative Program 
others .. . . .. .. . .. . .. 
·.t• .,. 
Extent ofNeod 
t Great Moderato Little 
. 
i 
l 
for ... . 
r 
..... .. ' .. ... 
Your early return of this inquiry vvill be dpprociatod 
Would you like a suw~ary of the fi~~ngs? 
( ) Y..:s ( ) No 
• 
• ' 
FOLLOW -UP LETTER 
May _5' 19_51 
TeacherwOoordinator 
Dear 
I am happy to report that many of the teacher-coordinators 
who c.arry on the cooperative-training :program in retail selling 
in your state have responded to the check list enclose<1 in my 
letter of' March 1_5. I know that you would like to hav:e your 
school includ ed in the study so that your state may be given 
complete information about its programs. 
I should be roost grateful to you if' you would complete the 
enclosed check list and return it to me at your earliest con-
venience. This will enable me to complete some interesting_ and 
valuable data and make the findings available to all of you who 
have $xpressed a desire for them. 
You understand, of course, that no names either of schools 
or teachers will be included in any report that is made. 
Very truly yours, 
(Miss) Elizabeth S. Kennedy 
Enclosure 
APPENDIX E 
HIGH SCHOOLS IN TEE TEN STATES 
INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY WHICH CARRY ON TEE 
COOPERATIVE-TRAINING PROGRAM IN RETAIL SELLING 
~SCHOOL 
ilrizona 
Douglas High School 
Phoenix.Technical School 
Prescott:. High School 
Carroll High School 
Abraham Lincoln High School 
Creston High School 
Dav,enport High School 
Decorah High School 
Des MOines Technical School 
Fort Dodge Senior High School 
Mason City Ri.gh Schoo.U. 
East and West High Schools 
Jlllinnesota 
Albert Lea Public Schools 
Central High School 
Denfeld High School 
Edison High School 
:Minneapolis Vocational High School 
Roosevelt High School 
Technical High School 
South St. Paul Bigp. School 
Willmar High School 
Joplin Junior Colleg~ 
Central High School 
Roosevelt High School 
Vashon High School 
Soldan-Blewett High School 
Beaumont High School 
Senior High School 
• 
Missouri 
LOCATION 
Douglas · 
Phoenix 
Prescott 
Carroll 
Council Bluffs 
Creston 
Davenport 
Decorah 
Des MOines 
Fort Dodge 
Mason City 
WaterlooJ 
Albert Lea 
Al.exan.ill:ia 
Duluth 
Minneapolis 
Minneapolis 
Minneapolis 
St. Cloud 
South St .. Paul 
Willmar 
Joplin 
St. Louis 
St. Louis 
St. I0uis 
St. Louis-
St. louis 
Springfield 
HIGH SCHOOL LOCATION 
Nebraska 
• 
Kramer High School Columbus 
Fairbury High School Fairhury 
Fremont High School F.cemont 
Grand Island High School Grand Island 
Kearney High School Kearney 
Northeast High School Lincoln 
Nebraska City High School Nebraska City 
Benson High School Omaha 
South High School Omaha 
Technical Eigh School Omaha 
New. Mexie:o 
Artesia High School ..ll.rt_esia 
Carlsbad High School Carlsbad 
Clovis HigJ:l School Clovis 
Deming High School Deming 
Las Cruces High School Las Cruces, 
Portales High School Portales 
Tucumcari High School Tucumcari 
North Dakota 
Fargo City Schools Fargp 
Central High School Grand Forks 
Kenmare City Schools Kenmare 
Minot City Schools Minot 
Valley City Public Schools Valley City 
Wahpeton City Schools . Wahpeton 
Williston City Schools Williston 
South Dakota 
Hot Springs High School Hot Springs 
Huron High School Huron. 
Redfield High School RedfielO.. 
Sisseton High School Sisseton. 
Uli-ah 
.. 
Murray High School Murray 
Og~en High School Ogden 
Weber High School Og,den 
Carbon High School Price __...... 
West High School Salt Lake City "') 
• 
RIGH SCHOOL 
Natrona County High School 
Cheyenne Senior High School 
Cody High School 
Greybull High School 
Kemmerer High School 
Laramie High School 
New.castle High School 
Powell High School 
Washa_'k:ie County High School 
Wyoming 
LOCATION 
Casper 
Cheyenne 
Cody 
GreybUll 
Kemmerer 
Laramie 
Newcastle 
Powell 
Worland 
